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aristotle differ in their understanding of, and approach to, poetry. but they agree on one important point —
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and poetics colloquium is an interdisciplinary cluster of writers and scholars from across the university
rhetoric and poetic in the philosophy of aristotle - rhetoric and poetic in aristotle . ul. arguments and
persuasions, thereby missing the essentials of the art;2 and one might have the impression from his poetics
that no previous philosopher had treated the nature and influence ofpoetry. we know that among his works,
now course descriptions spring 2019 english 12a: poetry and ... - english 12a: poetry and poetics in
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had reached a fifteen-year high. in this ostensible age of plain-speaking prose, why have so many of us turned
to poets like emily dickinson who aristotle's poetics and aristotle's nature - aristotle's poetics and
aristotle's nature natalie crohn schmitt* i was taught that the poetics results from aristotle's empiricism, that
as francis fergusson puts it, aristotle "starts with works of art he knew well, and tries to see in them what the
poet was aiming at, and how he puts his play or poem together."
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